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APPLICANT PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
BRIEF IN RESPONSE TO INTERVENORS'RIEFS IN SUPPORT

OF EXCEPTIONS TO PART III OF INITIAL DECISION

STATUS OF PROCEEDINGS

On October 10, 1973, the Atomic Energy Commission

issued a notice of opportunity for hearing in connection with
Pacific Gas and Electric Company's ("Applicant" ) application for
licenses to authorize the operation of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear

Power Plant, Units 1 and 2- The evidentiary hearings on the

environmental phase of the operating license proceedings were

held December 7-10, and 13-17, 1976, in San Luis Obispo,

California. A partial initial decision on environmental matters

was, issued by the Licensing Board on June 12, 1978. Pacific Gas

and Electric Compan (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1

and 2), LBP-78-19, 7 NRC 989. The Licensing Board stated that
it was issuing the partial ini'tial decision only because of the

inordinate delay due to the seismic issue. (Id. at 1036, n. 17.)
The background associated 'with'hat issue is as follows.

The construction permits for Units 1 and 2 of the

Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant were issued by the Atomic

Energy Commission in 1968 and 1970, respectively. The seismic

design criteria for the site included consideration of four
postulated earthquakes:

l. Magnitude 8-1/2 along the San Andreas fault
48 miles from the site.
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2. Magnitude 7-1/4 along the Nacimiento fault
20 miles from the site.

3. Magnitude 7-1/2 along the offshore
extension of the Santa Ynez fault 50 miles
from the site.

4. Magnitude 6-3/4 af tershock centered anywhere
at the site at a depth of 6 miles (ten kilometers) .

1 Seismic Evaluation for Postulated 7.5M Hosgri
Earthquake (Units 1 and 2, Diablo Canyon Site)
2-.2 (hereinafter "Hosgri Seismic Evaluation" ).

The seismic design criteria originally proposed for
the site were approved by the Atomic Energy Commission during

the construction permit review. (SER, Supp. 7 at 1-2.) In 1971,

after the plant design had become final and construction was

well underway, two geologists (Hoskins and Griffith) published a

report which indicated a zone of offshore faulting passing

within a few miles of the plant. Extensive offshore seismic

profiling work was conducted independently'y the Applicant and

the U. S. Geological Survey ("USGS"). The most significant
'

finding of the work was the existence of the Hosgri fault zone

(named after the two geologists) about three miles offshore from

the plant site.
In 1976, fo'llowing a series of seismic .evaluations of

the plant, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff completed its
review of the Hosgri fault's earthquake potential and adopted

the recommendation of the USGS. The USGS'975 recommendation

was to postulate a magnitude 7.5 earthquake on the Hosgri fault
and to consider ground motion for near-site events, as set forth
in USGS Circular 672. (SER, Supp. 7 at 1-3.) Following the
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Staff's adoption of the recommendation, Applicant proceeded with

the development of detailed criteria and re-evaluation of the

plant's seismic capabilities. The Staff, through it'
consultant, Dr. Nathan Newmark, developed its own detailed

criteria.
Xn a letter to the Licensing Board dated April 24,

ih

1978, counsel for the NRC Staff set forth the final language of
the seismic contentions agreed to by the parties. For purposes

of reference the stipulated seismic contentions are set out as

follows:

The seismic design for the Category I structures,
systems, and components of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant (Unit 1) fails to provide the margin of
safety required by 10 CFR Part 50 and 10 CFR Part 100
in that:
1. The Applicant has failed to conduct investigations

of the Hosgri Fault system to det'ermine adequately
(i) the length of the fault; (ii)~ the relationship
of the fault to regional tectonic structures; and(iii) the nature, amount, and geologic history of
displacements along the fault, including
particularly the estimated amount of the maximum
Quaternary displacement related to any one
earthquake along the fault.

2. A 7.5 magnitude earthquake is not an appropriate
value for the safe shutdown earthquake.

3. A .75g acceleration assigned to the safe shutdown
earthquake is not an appropriate value for the
maximum vibratory acceleration that could occur at
the site.

4. The maximum vibratory acceleration of . 2g for the
operating basis earthquake is not 1/2 of the
maximum vibratory acceleration of the safe
shutdown earthquake.

5. The Applicant has failed to demonstrate, through
the use of either appropriate dynamic analysis or
qualification tests (or equivalent static load





method where appropriate), that Category I
structures, systems, and components will perform
as required during the seismic load of the safe
shutdown earthquake, including aftershocks and
applicable concurrent functional and accident-
induced loads, and that Category I structures,
systems and components will be adequate to assure:

a) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary,

b) the capability to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe condition, or

c) the capability to prevent or mitigate the
consequences of accidents which could
result in excessive offsite exposure.

6 ~ The Applicant has failed to demonstrate through
the use of either appropriate dynamic analysis or
qualification tests (or equivalent static load
method where appropriate), that all structures,
systems and components of the nuclear power plant
necessary for continued operation without unduerisk to the health and safety of the public will
remain functional and within applicable stress and
deformation limits when subjected to the effects
of vibratory motion of the operating basis
,earthquake in combination with normal operating
loads'

~ The Applicant has failed to demonstrate adequately
that necessary safety functions are maintained
during the safe, shutdown earthquake, where, in
safety-related structures,'ystems, and
components, the design for strain limits is in
excess of the yield strain.

An evidentiary hearing on non-seismic health and

safety issues, other than the security plan, was held on October

18-19, 1977 'he remaining health and safety issues were heard

on December 4-23, 1978, January 3-16, 1979, and February 7-15,

1979. On September 27, 1979, the Licensing Board issued a
J

0

partial initial decision covering seismic,'otential aircraft or
missile crashes, and security plan issues. Pacific Gas and
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Electric Compan (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and

2), LBP-79-26 g NRC A decision on the remaining

health and safety issues was postponed pending completion of an

analysis by the Staff as to the effects of the Three Mile Island
accident on the Diablo Canyon proceeding.

Exceptions to the Licensing Board's findings
respecting the security plan were filed by Intervenor San Luis

Obispo Mothers for Peace. Exceptions to the findings of the
/

Licensing Board respecting the seismic issues were filed by

Joint Intervenors ("Intervenors"). A brief in support of these

exceptions was filed on or about December 7, 1979. On or about

that same date, Edmund G. Brown, Jr. ("Brown" ), as a repre-
sentative of an interested state, submitted a brief in support
of Exception No. 45 filed by Intervenors.

INTRODUCTION

In the case of a contested proceeding on an appli-
cation for an operating license, the Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board is to make findings of fact and conclusions of law on the

matters put into controversy by the parties, and on any other
serious safety, environmental, or common defense and security
matter determined by the board to exist. 10 CFR 52.760a; see

Consolidated Edison Corn an (Indian Point, Units 1, 2, 6 3),
ALAB-319, NRCI-76/3 188 (March 16, 1976). The substance of the

exceptions briefed by Intervenors is that the Licensing Board

erred in its findings respecting the contentions placed into
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controversy by Intervenors. In general terms the issues raised

by these'contentions relate to tne ability of the Diablo Canyon

Nuclear Power Plant to withstand an earthquake that can

reasonably be expected to occur on the Hosgri fault.
Intervenors thus have called upon the Appeal Board to

review the findings made by the Licensing Board. The Appeal

Board has had several occasions in the past to consider its role
in such a review. In Duke Power Com an (Catawba Nuclear

Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-355, NRCI-76/10 397 (October 29,

1976)
~ , the Appeal Board observed that in reviewing licensing

board decisions, it possesses all the powers which the
1h

Commission has in making the initial decision, and thus has the

authority to substitute its judgment for that of the licensing
board. NRCI-76/10 at 403-04; see 10 CFR 52.785. However, the

Appeal Board has stressed that it will not modify or reject
findings of licensing boards lightly. In an early decision the

Appeal Board stated:

"Obviously, an essential element of [our]
review in a particular case is an inquiryinto whether each of the essential findings'f the Licensing Board is supported byreliable, probative and substantial evidence
of record. But it scarcely follows that,
even though we may be clothed with legal
authority to do so, it is appropriate for us
as a reviewing tribunal to substitute our
judgment on purely factual matters for that
of the Licensing Board. Specifically, whileit is our duty to reject or modify factual
determinations which we conclude are not
well founded .and rational, we see nojustification for setting aside licensing
board fndings simply because, had we been
the trier of fact, we might have founddifferently." Wisconsin Electric Power
~Compan (Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unat 2),
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ALAB-78, 2 Atomic Energy Reporter (CCH)
Para. 11,276.03 (November 10, 1972); rluoted
in Consolidated Edison Compan (Indian Point
Station, Unit No. 2), ALAB-188, RAI-74-4
323, 357 (April 4, 1974).

The test followed by the Appeal Board permits a

licensing board's findings to be rejected or modified "if, after
'

giving its decision the probative force it instrinsically
commands, we are convinced that the record compels a different
result." Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation (Nine Mile Point

Nuclear Station, Unit 2), ALAB-264, NRCI-75/4R 347, 357 (April
8, 1975); see Universal Camera Cor oration v. National Labor

Relations Board, 340 U.S. 474, 495, 95 L.Ed. 456, 471 (1951);

Northern Indiana Public Service Compan (Bailly Generating

Station, Nuclear 1), ALAB-303, NRCI-75/12 858, 867 (December 17,

1975). 'nd as stated in Duke Power Compan , supra:

"[T]hough we have the right to reject or
modify the findings of the licensing boards,
we have stressed before that we would not do
so lightly, and where the credibility of
evidence turns on the demeanor of a witness,
we give 'the judgment of the trial board
which saw and heard his testimony great
deference. Again, the decision below is
'part of the record'; we may, indeed must,
attach significance to a licensing board's
evaluation of the evidence and to its
disposition of the issues. And in practice
we do so. Those boards are manned by
individuals not necessarily less qualified
or experienced than ourselves." NRCI-76/10
at 404 (footnotes ommitted).

Tested by the Appeal Board's own standard, Applicant submits

that the Licensing Board's decision must stand. As discussed

throughout the remainder of this brief, the Board's findings
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fairly and clearly reflect the great weignt of evidence

presented. There is adequate explication of the basis for its
findings, as well as of the reasons why it did not find
Intervenors'vidence compelling or controlling. The Licensing
Board's conclusions are rational and supported by reliable,
probative and substantial evidence of record; there is no

justification for its findings to be set aside.

In addition to arguing that the Commission's

regulations have not been met, Intervenors allege that the

Licensing Hoard (1) cloaked Applicant's case "with a presumption

of validity, and [placed] the burden on the Intervenor[s] to
prove that the plant is unsafe," (Int. Br. at ll),~ and (2)

"failed to confront the facts and provide a reasoned basis for
the conclusions drawn." (Id.) These allegations are without
merit.

With respect to the burden of proof allegation,
Intervenors state: "In every case the conflict between the

testimony of Intervenor witnesses (including ACRS experts) and

that of Staff or Applicant, are resolved favorable [sic] to the

Applicant and Staff." (Int. Br.'t 10-11.) There simply
does not exist a conflict in the evidence of the magnitude

—Citations in this brief shall be as follows:a/
Intervenors'rief ("Int. Br."); Brown Brief ("Brn. Br.");Initial Decision, Part III ("Dec."); Written Testimony ("W.T.");
Following transcript at ("ff. Tr. at . "); Transcript("Tr."); Applicant's Exhibits ("App. Ex."); Board Exhibits ("Bd.
Ex."); Staff Exhibits ("Stf. Ex."); Intervenors Exhibits ("Int.
Ex."); Safety Evaluation Report ("SER"); Final Safety Analysis
Report ("FSAR").
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that Intervenors would have this Appeal Board believe. Where

there is a conflict, the overwhelming weight of the evidence,
both qualitatively and quantitatively, favors the finding of the
Licensing Board. For example, as pointed.out by the Licensing
Board in its decision, Intervenors'itness Hall, in order to
support his allegations respecting the Hosgri fault, resorted to
moving 1'and across the fault, a geologic and physical
impossibility. (Dec. at 40-41; see Tr. at 10,037, 10,038.)
Clearly, the trier of fact has the right and perhaps even the

duty to discount other testimony of such a witness. As

noted by the Commission, the credibility of witnesses is an area

where a reviewing body's fact-in-finding power is limited.
Public Service Compan of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units
1 and 2), CLI-78-1, 7 NRC 1, 29 (1978); see Duke Power Compan

NRCI-76/10 at 404.

With respect to Intervenors'llegations that the

Licensing Board failed to provide a reasoned basis for its
conclusions, Intervenors again attempt to make truth out of a

shibboleth by constantly repeating their allegation with no

proof. In the one instance where Intervenors are specific in
this allegation (Int. Br. at 51-52) they are simply wrong. They

state that the Licensing Board dismissed Dr. Brune's testimony
"without providing an adequate reason for doing so." (Id. at
51.) A review of the Board's decision at page 61 reveals at
least five reasons from Dr. Brune's own testimony for, arriving at
the conclusion that Dr. Brune's postulations were not of
design or analytical significance for the Diablo plant. It is
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respectfully submitted that it is the Licensing Board's decision
on the matter and not the absence of reasons therefore of which

Intervenors complain.

This Appeal Board has also been presented with a brief
filed by Edmund G. Brown, Jr., as a representative of an

interested state, in support of Exception No. 45 filed by

Intervenors. This brief has been titled "Brief in Support of
Exception or, in the Alternative, Brief Amicus Curiae."

Applicant submits that Brown's appeal is not cognizable

by this Board. In Gulf States Utilities Compan (River Bend

Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-317, NRCI-76/3 175 (March 4,

1976), the Appeal Board considered whether a state which had

intervened in an NRC licensing proceeding under 10 CFR g2.715(c)
C

was to be treated'as a "party" for purposes of the appellate
rights conferred by 10 CFR 52.762(a) . On the facts presented,
the Appeal Board ruled that the State of Louisiana could appeal

the licensing board's initial decision, even though the State

was participating as an interested state under 10 CFR 52.715(c)
and not as a party under 10 CFR 52.714. However, what was

crucial to the Appeal Board's decision was the fact that
Louisiana had actively participated in the hearings before the

Licensing Board. As stated by the Appeal Board:

"There is, of course, every good reason not
to permit one who had remained on the side-
lines while the record was being developed
to in'ect himself into the proceedin fort e irst time on t e appe ate eve s ould
the Licensing Board's decision prove not to
his liking. But those reasons have no read-ily perceptible application in the case of a

-10-





state which, although having chosen to pur-
sue the Section 2. 715(c) rather than the
Section 2.714 route for entry into the
proceeding, nonetheless assumed an active
role in the hearing." NRCI-76/3 at 177.
(Emphasis added.)

It seems clear to Applicant that the Appeal Board's

decision in Gulf States Utilities Com an would have been

otherwise had Louisiana not participated during any portion of

~

the hearing. Brown's posture leaves even more to be desired for
not only did he not participate during any portion of the

proceeding, he had not even petitioned to become a participant
until the proceeding reached the appellate stage. Because Brown

had chosen not to seek participation until well after the

seismic hearings had concluded, there is no basis upon which he

can be granted appellate rights.
Brown requests in the alternative that should the

Appeal Board rule that 10 CFR 52.715(c) and 10 CFR g2.762 not
authorize appellate rights in his case, his brief be accepted as

amicus curiae under 10 CFR 52.715(d). An amicus curiae is not a

party to an action, but is merely a "friend of the court" whose

sole function is to aid and act for the personal benefit of the

adjudicatory tribunal. Clark v. Sandusk , 205 F.2d 915, 917

(7th Cir. 1953); Kline v. Weaver, 348 S.W.2d 379, 380 (Tex. Ct.

Civ. App. 1961). He has no control over the case, and no right
to institute any proceedings therein. In re Columbia Real-

Estate Compan , 101 F. 965, 970 (D.C. Ind. 1900). Thus, he must

accept the case as he finds it, and is bound to the issues made
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by the parties. Equilease Corporation v. United States Fidelity
and Guarant Compan , 565 S.N.2d 125, 127 (Ark. 1978); Pratt v.

Coast Truckin , Inc., 39 Cal. Rptr. 332, 334-35, 228 C.A..2d 139

(1964).

An examination of Brown's Brief reveals that he is
portraying facts to the Appeal Board in a manner far different
from what one would expect from an'micus curiae. For example,

Brown states: "At the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant, seismic

focusing and high stress drop could be operative during a major
lt

seismic event (M 7.5), such as'the Safe Shutdown Earthquake

(SSE)." (Brn. Br. at 3.) Yet no citation of record supportive

of this assertion is offered. Indeed, as discussed in Part V

of this brief infra, the evidence presented to the Licensing

Board respecting seismic focusing does not support his

assertion.

More objectionable than his failure to provide record

citations are certain of Brown's statements which ignore
1

evidence presented to the Licensing Board. For instance, Brown

alleges the following: "Other than Dr. Brune's statements, no

testimony on seismic focusing was placed before the ACRS or
ASLB. The presentation of the USGS, NRC Staff, and Applicant

r
did not address this subject." (Id. at 6, footnotes omitted. )

As shown in Part V, infra, this statement is completely false.
Another example is Brown's allegation that "there is no

evidence which would support the ASLB's conclusion that seismic

-12-
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focusing and high stress drop effects 'are not of design or

analytical significance for the Diablo Canyon Plant'." (Id.'t
7.) This allegation is also totally false as shown in Part V,

infra. Taken together, Brown's statements without citations
and his false assertions raise serious questions about

his sincerity in requesting to be a "friend" of this Appeal

Board.

Brown has also requested that the Appeal Board remand

the seismic proceedings for further hearing on focusing. It is
urged by Brown that the State of California be allowed to per-

form an alleged "state-of-the-art" study of seismic focusing,
e'ven though this has never been done (Tr. at 8025) and it is

4

stated that this study would take "approximately six months".

(Brn. Br. at 9. ) The witness on whom Brown is relying
testified that he does not even know what to put into a model

for such a study. (Tr. at 8056.) This request must be denied.

.First, for reasons already given by Applicant, Brown should not

be considered a party for purposes of the seismic proceedings.

As a non-party, he has have no legal standing for making such a

request. Second; the Licensing Board admitted Brown as a

participant on the condition that he take the record as he

finds it. (Order Relative to the Petition of Governor Edmund

G. Brown, Jr., at 2, November 16, 1979.) Finally, if Brown is
accepted as amicus curiae for purposes of this appeal, he is
limited to the case as he finds it and cannot attempt to

control the proceeding by seeking a remand.. It is therefore
'-13-
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respectfully requested that this Board enter its order denying

all relief requested by amicus.

OVERVIEW

There can be little doubt that Part III of the Licensing
Board's Initial Decision is concerned with complex technical
issues. As a result of the discovery of the Hosgri fault, a

.comprehensive study of that fault and a reanalysis of the facility
in question were initiated. The subjects of the Initial Decision

are the evaluation of the Hosgri fault, the seismic significance of
the fault, the basic assumptions upon which the reanalysis was

based, and the reanalysis of the Diablo Canyon facility.
The hearings .involved many weeks of testimony and the

record consists of over 10,000 pages of transcript, written
testimony and exhibits, excluding the Final Safety Analysis
Report. For any reviewer to meaningfully read the entire record

on appeal would be a difficult, if not impossible, task.

Anticipating the complexity of this matter, Applicant attempted in
its written testimony to provide both general and specific
technical definitions and conceptual information to provide the

Licensing Board and eventual reviewers of fact a basis upon which

to make informed decisions. It is respectfully submitted that the

cited portions of written testimony in this overview should be

studied carefully by any reviewer of the. record in order to better
-14-





understand the arguments submitted to this Board on appeal.—
The account of the Hosgri fault, as well as that of

other significant geologic features of California, is contained
in the written testimony of Drs. Jahns and Hamilton. (W.T., 1-

132, ff. Tr. at 4457.) The specifics of the Hosgri fault zone

are covered at pages 106 through 132 of that testimony.

Following the geologic description of the Hosgri fault
it is necessary to understand the fault's seismological signifi-
cance. It is within the province of the seismologists to3/

take the data supplied by the geologists and then make deter-
minations as to ground motion that might be expected as a result
of any given earthquake. The history of the seismic evaluation
for Diablo Canyon, as well as many specific definitions and

concepts of seismology, is contained in the written testimony of
Dr. Stewart Smith. (W.T., 1-29, ff. Tr. at 5490.)

Following the derivation of instrumental ground
~ motion, it „is then necessary for "earthquake engineers" and/or
structural engineers to make determinations as to what effect
that ground motion will have on structures. It is in this area

While the Applicant cannot speak for either2/
Intervenors or Staff, it would seem reasonably safe to say thatthere were no significant differences of opinion as respects thetechnical definitions and concepts as cited herein. Intervenorscertainly disagreed with Applicant's application or use of certain
concepts, but it is Applicant's desire in this section to simply
provide the reader an opportunity to better understand the subjectmatter at issue.

—An excellent general reference for both geology3/
and seismology is Earthquakes, A Primer, by Dr. Bruce A. Bolt
(1978) which was marked as Bd. Ex. 3. The book was used by
Board members and counsel for all parties as a reference source
and "quick study" during the course of the hearings.

-15-
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that the terms, definitions, and concepts get, if possible, even

more complex than in the areas of geology and seismology. A

thorough review of those definitions and concepts, along with a

detailed description of the seismic reanalysis applied at Diablo

Canyon, is contained in the written testimony of Dr. John A.

Blume. (W.T., 1-50, ff. Tr. at 6100.)

IV

THE ASSIGNMENT OF A 7.5 MAGNITUDE CAPABILITY
TO THE HOSGRI FAULT IS VERY "CONSERVATIVE

Intervenor has stated that "all parties on the
n 4'.

Licensing Board agree that the assignment of a 7.5 magnitude

conservative". (Emphasis added.) (Int. Br. at 13.) While

Applicant has made no exceptions to the Board's.findings,~
it has always been Applicant's position that the Hosgri fault
zone is capable of no more than a 6.5 magnitude earthquake and

that the assignment of a M7.5 is grossly conservative. (W.T.,

1-6, ff=. Tr. at 5490; Tr. at 5692.) This opinion was shared by

certain Staff witnesses (Tr. at 8539) and even one of
Intervenor's witnesses. (Tr. at 8971.)

The Hosgri fault was initially discovered by two Shell

Oil Company geologists in the mid-1960's. (W.T., 108, ff. Tr.

at 4457.) That information was not made public until January,

1971, when the data was published in a geological technical

paper. The information was discovered by Applicant and

—The Licensing Board found "that a 7.5 magnitude
earthquake is a ~ver conservative value for the safe shutdown
earthquake." (Emphasis added.) (Dec. at 55.)
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extensive investigation of the Hosgri fault was undertaken by the

Applicant. The information gathered was furnished to the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission Staff in 1973 '(SER, Supp. 4 at 2-2) and the

Staff then requested Applicant to provide further information
regarding the earthquake potential of the Hosgri fault while at
the sarrie 'time requesting the United States Geological'urvey
("USGS") to provide an independent assessment of the fault and

data presented by Applicant. (SER, Supp. 4 at 2-2.) The USGS

took the position in 1975 that the Hosgti fault could be capable

of a M7.5 earthquake, a position arrived at principally on tne

basis that the 1927 Lompoc earthquake (7.3 magnitude) could have

occurred on the Hosgri fault. (W.T., 22, ff. Tr. at 5490.)
P

Despite the collection of a multitude of data respecting the

Hosgri 'fault and subsequent studies of the 1927 event showing that
it did not occur on the Hosgri fault (W.T., 22-25, ff. Tr. at
5490; Tr. at„ 5483-84, 5635-45; App. Ex. 45), the USGS never

changed its "assignment" of a 7.5 magnitude. The USGS witnesses

at the hearing, Messrs. Devine and McKeown, would only concede

that the M7.5 was a "conservative opinion". (Tr. at 8349.)

Applicant's experts did intensive field work regarding
the Hosgri fault, spending thousands of'an-hours (Tr. at 5415-A)

over a five to seven year period .(Tr. at 5412, 5415) and have

accumulated and reviewed from 2,500 to 3,000 miles of "sparker"
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data ~ that go directly across the, Hosgri fault itself (Tr. at
II

5410) and some 8,000 to 9,000 miles of data that are concerned

with the so-called San Gregorio-San Simeon-Hosgri fault system.

(Tr. at 5411.)

Intervenors'resented three witnesses regarding the

Hosgri fault: Graham, Silver and Hall. Dr. Hall's credibility as

a witness was seriously eroded, if not annulled, by his testimony

which required the transfer of a land mass across a fault (Tr. at
9668), a physical and geological impossiblity. (Tr. at 10,037-

38.) Dr. Graham admitted that his view of the Hosgri was only
theory (Tr. at 6233) based on possible movement more than five
n<illion ~ears ~ao (Tr a.t 6364) and that he had no opinion as to

rate or ma nitude. (Tr. at 6364.) Likewise, Dr. Silver could not

state within a reasonable degree of geologic certainty whether the

Hosgri had ever produced even a,6,.5 magnitude or if it ever would.
/

(Tr. at 6333.) Similarly, even Dr. Hall admitted that he had no

opinion as to the present rate of movement on the Hosgri fault and

none regarding its capability. (Tr. at 9693-94.) It is against
this backdrop of testimony" that-Intervenors complain that "[i]n
almost every case where there was a conflict in testimony between

—Three techniques were applied in exploration of
the Hosgri fault which underlies the ocean floor in its entirety.
(W.T., ill, ff. Tr. at 4457.) Two of these, magnetic field
mapping (Id. at 114) and gravity field, mapping (Id. at 115) are
general"in approach. The third consists of seismic-acoustic
reflection techniques which result in "sparker" data. Within
this third category are three types, all involving 'receiving and
recording energy reflected from the sea floor and from various
horizons beneath the sea floor. The three systems are generally
described as single-channel, multi-channel and shallow
high-resolution. (Id. at 111-112.)

9
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the Joint Intervenors'itnesses and the Applicant or Staff
witnesses, the Licensing Board resolved the question of fact
against the Intervenor [sic]." (Int. Br. at 14.) One must only
compare testimony offered by other geologists and seismologists to
see that Intervenors'omplaint is without merit.

Dr. Jahns stated within a reasonable degree of geologic
certainty (Tr. at 4423) that the Hosgri is a fault or fault zone

which is a part of the San Gregorio-San Simeon-Hosgri fault system

and that the Hosgri fault, having a length of 145 kilometers (Tr.
at 4418), is not in any way physically connected to the San

Gregorio or San Simeon faults. (Tr. at 4421-22.) The Staff
witness on geology, Dr. Carl Stepp, upon review of investigations
conducted by the Applicant, USGS and others, concluded that the

data developed:

provides a basis for making a
reasonable and conservative interpretation
as to the length of the Hosgri Fault zone,its relationship to other regional tectonic
structures, and the nature, amounts, and
geologic history of displacements on thefault." (W.T., ll, ff. Tr. at 8484.)

Dr. Stepp stated it was very conservative to assume a i47.5

earthquake on the Hosgri fault (W.T.; 31-32, ff. Tr. at 8484) and

another Staff geologist, Renner B. Hofmann, concluded that the

assignment of a M7.5 earthquake was extremely or ultra-
conservative. (Tr. at 8539.)

Dr. Stewart 'Smi.th stated that he could conclude within a

reasonable degree of seismological certainty that the assignment

of a N7.5 earthquake must be classified as grossly conservative
-19-
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(W.T., 28-29, ff. Tr. at 5490). This statement was adopted as his
own by Dr. Bruce Bolt (Tr. at 5447) and likewise by Dr. Gerald

Frazier (Tr. at 5448). Even Dr. Trifunac, Intervenors'itness,
testified that a H7.5 is not appropriate for the Hosgri, but

'ather,a 6.5 magnitude would be more appropriate. (Tr. at 8971.)

,In summary, Intervenors'omplaint regarding the

Licensing Board's findings on geology is simply without merit. The

overwhelming weight of evidence is indeed that the assignment of a

7.5 magnitude earthquake to the Hosgri fault is, at least, very
conservative.

THE CHOICE OF 0.75 DESIGN SPECTRA FOR
REANALYSIS OF THE HOSGRI EVENT IS APPROPRIATE

As discussed above, the maximum credible earthquake

for design consideration at the Diablo Canyon facility was very
conservatively selected as a magnitude 7.5 ("M7.5") on tne

-Hosgri fault. The next step in the seismic reanalysis proce'dure

was to establish a design spectrum appropriate for this
postulated earthquake. The NRC Staff took the position
recommended by USGS, namely that USGS Circular 672 be used to
define free field ground motion parameters and then to derive an

effective acceleration to define the appropriate design

spectrum. (Stepp, Tr. at 8492; Devine, Tr. at 8331.) Effective
acceleration is a technique to consider the engineering response

I

of the facility (Devine, Tr. at 8331) and accounts for the

substantial differences between observed damage and instrumental
-20-





recordings. (Newmark, Tr. at 8638-39, 8581, 9278, 9326, 9346;
I

Stepp, W.T., 34, ff. Tr. at 8484; Blume, W.T., 19-25, ff. Tr. at
e

6101.) Dr. Newmark, for the NRC Staff, established a design
y 'I

spectrum anchored at 0.75g using USGS Circular 672 and other
appropriate'ata. (Tr. at 9337.) Independently, Dr. Blume, for
the Applicant, established a design spectrum considering
effective acceleration. (Blume, W.T., 15, et seq., ff. Tr. at
6100.) The NRC Staff required the Applicant to use both sets of
spectra in analysis with the most conservative for any structure
or element governing. (Blume, W.T., 39, ff. Tr. at 6100; Tr. at
6071.),

A review of each of three types of approaches,(i.e.,
Newmark, Blume and Seed/Bolt/Smith/Frazier) taken to establish a

design spectrum for the Hosgri event is informative. In each

case the conclusion is that the 0.75g response spectrum selected
was conservative. In the one case (Blume) effective
acceleration was explicitly considered, and in the other two

cases (Newmark and Seed, et al.) design spectrum without
reduction due to effective acceleration were derived.

Dr. Newmark's procedure for developing a design

spectrum relied upon all data available to'him including USGS

Circular 672. (Tr. at 9337.) After considering various

alternatives, Dr. Newmark selected the Pacoima Dam record as the

only available record of time history in the proper frequency

ranges descriptive of ground motion where 1.2g was instru-
I

mentally recorded. (Tr. at 9322.) He then constructed 'a

bounding response spectrum (as to the Pacoima record) anchored
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at .75g. (W.T., p.,3, ff. Tr. at 8552.) Dr. Newmark chose the

Pacoima Dam record to construct the design spectra even though

much evidence was presented as to the anomolously high

recordings of this record (Blume, Tr. at 10,086; Hofmann,'r. at
I

8528; Smith, Tr. at 5469) due to topographic amplif ication,
focusing and high stress drop. These effects are unique at

Pacoima Dam and would not exist at Diablo Canyon. (Smith, W.T.,

ll, ff. Tr. at 5490; Tr. at 5829-30; Tr. at 8528.) Instead of
recognizing the conservatism in the derivation of a response

spectrum from this anomolously high 1.2g time history, the

Intervenors argue that, it represents a magnitude 6.5 earthquake

and not a M7.5. (Int. Br. at 53.) What it in fact represents

is a 1.2g peak instrumental recording which is slightly higher

(more conservative) than the 1.15g contained in USGS Circular
672 for a M7.5. The record is clear that peak motion in the

near field is essentially independent of magnitude, i.e., there

are no significant differences in peak motion between 6.5 and

7.5 magnitude. (Smith, W.T., 26-28, ff. Tr. at 5490; Tr. at

5470,= 5889-90, 5892, 5895-97; Brune, Tr. at 7928; Seed, Tr. at

10,105; App. Ex. 61; Int. Ex. 47.)

Dr. Newmark believes a further reduction is possible

to include effective acceleration effects (Tr. at 9285, 9276)

and if included would result in a reduction from .75g to

"something between .5 and .6g" (Tr. at 9321), a value at least

more conservative than that independently arrived at by

Applicant using Circular 672 and effective acceleration. (Blume,

Tr.,at 6697.) Therefore, it is clear that Dr. Newmark never
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"jettisoned the concept of effective acceleration" as alleged by

Intervenors (Int. Br. at 53), but wished to be conservative by

neglecting this factor. (Tr. at 9338.) Dr. Newmark specifi-
cally considered the approach advocated by Intervenors, i.e., a

1.15g zero period anchor point for response spectrum (Tr. at

9124), and rejected it as inappropriate for design. (W.T.,

Reference B, p. 2, ff. Tr. at 8581; Tr. at 9297.)

As summarized above, the Applicant (Blume) based its
proposed seismic design on the procedures set forth in USGS

Circular 672. These procedures, as applied to a near-field

M7.5 earthquake, entail:
l. Selection of the appropriate earthquake

magnitude;

2. Specification of the free field instrumental
ground motion; and

3. Selection of an appropriate effective acceleration
- by the earthquake engineers.

A key element of these procedures is'he adjustment of

the free field ground motion to the effective acceleration.

(Blume, W.T., 19, et sece., ff. Tr. at 6100.) There was

substantial written and oral testimony on this concept that

amply provides the scientific'basis for the use of effective
acceleration. (Newmark, W.T., 6-9, 2B, 4B, ff. Tr. at 8552; Tr.

at 8639; Tr. at 9278; Stepp, W.T. 34, ff. Tr. at 8484; Tr. at

8492-01; Devine,'r. at 8331; Blume, W.T., 19-23,'f. Tr. at

6100; Tr. at 6085-87.) For the N7.5 earthquake on the Hosgri,

the procedures in USGS Circular 672 result in the specification
-23-
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of a free-field instrumental peak ground acceleration of
1.15g.'ewmark(Tr.'t 9288), Bolt (Tr. at 5845-7), and Smith (Tr. at

5845) testified as to the extreme conservatisms contained in
Circular 672 but, nevertheless, the Applicant was required to

use this acceleration within the procedural framework of
Circular 672 (e.g. Tr. at 9071). Using effective acceleration
as directed by Circular 672, Dr. Blume arrived at a zero period
acceleration of ~ 6g for a M7.5 earthquake. (Tr. at 6697.) The

Applicant was required however, to adopt the Staff recom-

mendation of a zero period acceleration of 0.75g for its
response spectrum which was arrived at by Newmark without
effective acceleration. (Newmark, Tr. at '9275.) As stated

previously, both the Newmark and Blume spectra were used in all
of the reanalysis and whichever was the'most conservative in each

instance governed.

Independent approaches to the zero period of accelera-
tion for design were advanced at hearing by other Applicant
consultants, Drs. Smith, Bolt, Frazier and Seed. These

I

approaches, which were endorsed by the NRC Staff (Stepp, Tr. at
8502-13), were based on analyses of the rapidly increasing data

base of near field ground motions from earthquakes. The

objective of these approaches was to predict a mean free field
instrumental acceleration from the data and then to relate this
acceleration to 0.75g which was used in the reanalysis. In 1976,

two USGS seismologists, Drs. Hanks and Johnson, collected all
the near field earthquake acceleration data available to them

and inferred certain trends in the data on the basis of physics
-24-
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and statistics. (Int- Ex. 47.) A central conclusion of their
analysis was that accelerations within 10 kilometers of an

earthquake are virtually independent of magnitude for magnitudes

greater than about 4.5. (Int. Ex. 47; Smith, Tr. at 5892.)
Dr. Smith extended their'ata base with data from recent large
earthquakes and concluded that 0.5g was an appropriate mean

acceleration for a M7.5 earthquake on the Hosgri. (Tr. at 5468-

70.)

Dr. Seed arrived at a similar value (.6g) for mean

acceleration from a M7.5 earthquake. (Tr. at 10,105.) Since it
is standard NRC practice to anchor design spectrum to the mean

peak ground acceleration, Dr. Seed concluded that the 0.75g

design spectra for Diablo Canyon is conservative without any

reduction for effective acceleration. (Tr. at 10,108.)
Additionally, Dr. Seed averaged the four strongest records ever
recorded from four separate earthquakes (Naghan, San Fernando

[the Pacoima record], Koyna, and Gazli), noting that the average

acceleration derived from those four strongest 'records was

roughly 0.8g. His conclusion was that since this value was

based on the four strongest, then the mean must clearly be less
than 0.8g. (Tr. at 10,107.)

While Dr. Frazier did not personally perform such

analyses as those performed by Drs. Smith and Seed, his
'testimony indicates that he was familar with a similar, but much

\

more elaborate, analysis being performed by "some colleagues".
His testimony indicated that the preliminary results from this
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project were very consistent with the judgments of Drs. Smith

and Seed. (Tr. at lO,ll6.)
There is additional independent evidence in the record

r

on mean peak instrumental accelerations expected in .the near

field'rom a M7.5 on the Hosgri. This evidence is based on

techniques different than the Hanks and Johnson type analyses

and was presented by Mr. Hofmann of the NRC Staff. As the

record shows (Tr. at 8530-32), Mr. Hofmann analyzed relevant

earthquake intensity data and base'd on correlations published by

Dr. Trifunac, he concluded that 0.54g was a very conservative

representation of the mean acceleration for a M7.5 earthquake.

Indirect evidence can be inferred from the testimony of Dr.

Trifunac who concluded that the mean acceleration at the site

from a magnitude 6.5 on the Hosgri "could be as little as 0.4g."

(Tr. at 8984.) This estimate is consistent with the comparable.

estimates provided by others and is, therefore, consistent with

0. 5-0. 7g mean accelerations from a M7. 5.

The above results can be used directly to independently

assess the conservativeness

an assessment might best be

testimony:

of the 0.75g design acceleration. Such

presented by examining Dr. Seed's

"It is NRC practice,'s I understand it,
and I'e seen a lot of plants and worked on
a lot of plants which I passed through the
review by NRC, to select a conservative
earthquake from which to set ground motion
design criteria, to select for this
earthquake a mean value of peak acceleration
that it could produce at the site,'nd then
to use this acceleration as the anchor point
for a very conservative response spectrum
shape.
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"For a magnitude 7.5 earthquake on the
Hosgri fault, the mean peak acceleration
developed at the site would not be expected
to exceed 0.75g. Accordingly, there is no
need to introduce the concept of an effective
peak acceleration since this is the value
already being used." (Tr. at 10,108.)

In addition, the consistency of these independent

estimates confirms the notion that USGS Circular 672 is exces-

sively conservative. There was substantial testimony that
indicated the conservative nature of the Circular. Dr. Newmark

indicated that the authors of the Circular ignored the large

amount of low acceleration data and instead always picked the

highest value. (Tr. at 9288.) Dr. Bolt also testified on the

conservative bias in the Circular, citing the data from Tabaz,
4

Iran, as additional strong evidence. (Tr. at 5845-7. ) Dr. Bolt
further testified that most of the conservatism at higher magni-

tudes resulted from the unjustified straight line extrapolation
above magnitude 6.5. (Tr. at 5872-4.) Dr. Smith also concluded

that the Circular was conservative based ". . . on the body of
strong motion data . . .". (Tr. at 5845.) The record shows

that the authors of Circular 672 were aware of such scientific
conservatisms (Tr. at 9288) and therefore directed the use of
effective acceleration for design purposes and provided sub-

stantial additional seismological data (ten peaks of accelera-
'I

tion and several peaks of velocity and peak displacement), in
order to give designers sufficient flexibility. (Tr. at 9288-

89 '
Intervenors contend that the Licensing Board erred in

finding that Dr. Brune's speculated higher values (of peak
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instrumental ground motion) are not of design or analytical
signif icance for the Diablo Canyon facility. (Int. Br. at 52. )

Intervenors go to some length to paraphrase and quote out of
context Dr. Brune's, testimony to convince this Board of the

merit of their argument. The quotations and paraphrases are

contrary to with the, total context of'Dr. Brune's testimony
F

which cites generic earthquake phenomena that could ~possibl

result in unusually large ground motions under particularly
, ~

adverse circumstances. (Tr. at 8012, 8045, 8051-55.) ". . . I
say what I said in my testimony, that the phenomena has been

demonstrated to exist in ruptures. And we don't know exactly how

effective it is in the real world." - (Tr. at 7912.) At no time

did Dr. Brune testify that such adverse circumstances are

present, or even reasonably possible, in the vicinity of Diablo

Canyon. Dr. Brune stated ". . . Nhat I'm not certain about is
1

when you put it [factor of two increase in peak acceleration], in
the context of, you know, the real earth, like Diablo Canyon

(Tr. at 8054.)

Regarding the likelihood of unusually large ground

motions as the result of high stress drop, Dr. Brune's written
i

testimony provides a generic appraisal.
"The probability of such high stress drops
occurring ov'er large volume at shallow
depth is not known, and 'thus the
possibility exists that such high stress
drops could lead to unexpectedly large
accelerations and velocities." (Int. Ex.
3-3; Tr. at 7924.)

Again, Dr. Brune does not suggest that high stress drops are
F

plausible for the Hosgri fault; whereas Dr. Smith clearly ruled
-28-





out that possibility in his testimony:
"The local stress conditions for the Hosgri
would thus be expected to be intermediate
between normal faulting and strike slip
faulting, that is, significantly less than
those expected for compressional regimes."
(W.T., ll, ff. Tr. at 5491.)

Drs. Frazier and Bolt provided additional evidence for moderate

to low stress drop along the Hosgri fault. (Tr. at 5829-41.)

There is simply no evidence provided by Brune or any other
witness that is contrary to the testimony of Applicant

Iwitnesses that high stress drops are not a problem at the

Diablo Canyon site.
In addition to stress drop, Brune also stated that

focusing could, under particular circumstances, lead to high
ground motions within "a sector of about 5 from the

direction of fault propagation." (Int. Ex. 66, 3-2; Tr. at
7924.) However, Brune stated that, even based on an

definition of near field out to 20 kilometers- , the

extended

Diablo

Can on site would not be within the near field of an focusing
henomena from the Hosgri (Tr. at 8025) and that, in fact, any

focusing would have to result from a rupture more than 33

kilometers from the s'ite. (Tr. at 8048.) Furthermore, when

asked what is the probability that maximally focused rupture
along the Hosgri could produce peak instrumental accelerations

6/Brune defined "near source" as within 10
kilometers of the epicenter in his written testimony.
Ex. 66, 3-18.)

(Int.-
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greater than 1.0g at the Diablo site, Brune responded, "I don'

know what the exact probabilities are, but I think it would

probabl be low." (Tr. at 8049.) The Licensing Board is
indeed proper in ruling that the generic possibility of
unusually, high accelerations referred to in Dr. Brune's

testimony is not of "design or analytical significance for the

Diablo Canyon Plant." (Dec. at 61.)

Intervenors and Brown both refer to studies
"recommended by Dr. Brune". Dr. Brune stated that deterministic
studies have not been performed at the Diablo Canyon site to

quantitatively assess the consequences of focusing and stress
drop on potential ground motions and that such studies might be

useful. (Tr. at 8013.) However, he went on to say "As I think
I'e explained quite a number of times, we really don't know

that much about how to model faults, to know exactly what to

put into them [models]." (Tr. at 8056.) In discussions about

the theoretical Kostrov model used by him in his written
testimony, he stated that the model results in unrealistically
large stresses at the crack tip (Tr. at 8027) and then, under

redirect by Mr. Fleischaker, Dr. Brune stated:
I wouldn't claim that the Kostrov

model is a reliable model for any
particular type of faulting, it's one
possible physical model . . . so I'm
not trying to say that . . . that
should be the level of our computations
at the present time for trying to
predict strong ground motions, I think
we should do things more realistic."
(Tr. at 8135-36.)
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Dr. Brune, while sayi.'ng such a study might be useful, admitted

that he'as not aware of any such deterministic study ever having

been done before. (Tr. at 8025.)

In summary, Dr. Brune testified about generic

possibilities. He never stated that the Diablo Canyon

site was subject to the theoretical numbers he" was postulating

generically. In fact, his conclusion that the probability of the

site "seeing" a peak instrumental acceleration in excess of 1.0g

was low is supportive of Applicant and Staff's usage of the USGS

Circular 672 1.15g peak instrumental'cceleration from which a

design basis acceleration of .75g was derived.

The Brown brief states that "other than Dr. Brune's

statement, no testimony on seismic focusing was placed before the

ACRS or the ASLB. . .. Accordingly, Dr. Brune's testimony stands

unrebutted in the records upon which the ASLB issued its
decision." (Brn. Br. at 6.) This allegation is false. First, as

cited above, they are misconstruing Dr. Brune's testimony; Dr.

Brune himself states that he doesn't think that focusing along

the Hosgri is likely to produce peak instrumental ground motion

in excess of 1.0g at the site. (Tr. at 8025.) Second,
I.

considerable other evidence and testimony was presented regarding

the phenomena of focusing and stress drop at the Diablo Canyon

site. Dr. Smith provided written and verbal testimony on

focusing. (W.T., 26, ff. Tr. at 5491; Tr. at 4917; Tr. at 5939;

Tr at 5468-69.) Additional testimony on the effects of focusing

was provided by Drs. Frazier and Bolt. (Tr. at 5878-81, 5883-87,

5993.) Similarly, stress drop was considered at length
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by the Applicant (W.T., 9, ll, ff. Tr. at 5491, Tr. at 5829-41,

5931, 5685), and the Staff (W.T., 33, ff. Tr. 8484; Tr. at 8526,

8617, 8626-30). From all of the preceding, one can only

conclude, as stated in the Introduction, supra, that'the Brown

Brief is of no value to this Board or these proceedings.

In conclusion, all NRC Staff witnesses concluded that

0.75g design spectrum was appropriate for reanalysis. (Stepp,

Tr. at 8492; Hofmann, Tr. at 8530; and Newmark, Tr. at 9285-86).

Additionally, Dr. Trifunac, witness for Intervenor, concluded the

0.75 design spectrum was acceptable for those aspects of design

within his area of expertise. (Tr. at 9263.) The Applicant's
witnesses, Drs. Blume, Seed, Cornell and Frazier, all stated

within a reasonable degree of earthquake engineering certainty
that given the postulated Hosgri event and the other earthquake

possibilities that have been considered in the design, the

anchoring of the response spectra at .75g was conservative. (Tr.
at 6860.) The findings of the Board in this respect are indeed

supported by the evidence.

SEISMIC REANALYSIS OF THE DIABLO CANYON
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT WAS CORRECTLY DONE AND

CLEARLY SUPPORTS THE FINDING THAT THE FACILITY
CAN WITHSTAND A MAXIMUM CREDIBLE EARTHQUAKE

ON THE HOSGRI FAULT

The evidence discussed in the preceding sections

establishes the conservative nature of the 0.75g design spectrum

for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant seismic reanalysis. The

discussion that follows summarizes the evidence relating to the
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actual renalysis of the Diablo Canyon facility. It is important

to note here that what is at issue is not the seismic design for
a new plant, but the reanalysis of an already constructed

facility for a postulated seismic event. As such, several

points are important: one, more information was available in the

reanalysis effort then for a typical design analysis (e.g.,
detailed construction drawings and actual material properties);
two, the Diablo Canyon initial seismic design criteria were

substantial (i.e., a magnitude 6.75 earthquake within 20

kilometers of the site, including directly under"'the facility
was assumed) which Applicant submits was sufficient even in

light of the Hosgri fault (Blume, W.T., 15, ff. Tr. at 6100);

and three, even though the plant was already constructed, the

level of reanalysis was equivalent to that for a new plant.
While it is never stated, it can certainly be inferred from

Intervenors'rguments that the site would never have been

selected had knowledge of the Hosgri fault existed at the time

of site selection. Such is not the case. Dr. Newmark, who had

previously rejected a nuclear plant site proposed by Applicant

due to seismic reasons, states:
"Dr. Newmark, didn't you at one time

evaluate a site called Mendicino?

"A. I reviewed the preliminary reports
on that site.
"Q. All right. That was the site proposed
by Pacific Gas and Electric for a nuclear
plant, is that correct?
"A. Correct.
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"Q. And what was your recommendation?

"A... I recommended that that application
be, rejected.
"Q. And you recommended that a nuclear
facility not be built there for seismic
reasons, is that right?
"A. Correct.

"Q. All right. And you were not working
for the PG&E, but working for the NRC or
ACRS at that time, correct?

"A. I never worked for ACRS.

"Q NRC?

"A. NRC or AEC.

"Q. All right. And if you were now asked
to evaluate the Diablo Canyon site, would you
recommend that that site be rejected as a
site for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear facility,
or would you recommend that the plant be
built?
"A. I would have no hesitency [sic] about
recommending that the Diablo Canyon Plant
be built at the site where it, is located."
(Tr. at 9307-08.)

What follows is discussion regarding four issues

raised by Intervenors on Appeal: reduction of the 0.75g design

spectrum due to effects of the structures (the Tau factor), use

of measured material properties, use of 7% damping for reinforced

concrete structures and possible inelastic behavior in three

local areas of the Diablo Canyon facility.
A. TAU

The Intervenors contend 'that the evidence fails to

demonstrate that tau reductions in the range of 20% to 30% are
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appropriate and conservative. (Int. Br. at 55.) As described
V

by the Intervenors (Int. Br. at 36-44), substantial evidence is

provided by the Applicant and Staff regarding the degree of

conservatism associated with tau reductions. The evidence

ranges from observational data of reductions up to a factor of

two (SER, Supp. 5 at C-32 and 33, Figures 10, ll, 14 and 15; Tr.

at 9276-77; Tr. 8642-50) to varying degrees of engineering

approximations (see for example, Dr. Newmarks'ationale; SER

Supp. 5 at C-14-16) and Dr. Seed's rationale (Tr. at 10,151-67).

Dr. Blume testified that the calculations of the tau effect were

conservative because no credit was taken for the plant-

foundation area as a whole, and because no credit was taken for
1

foundation embedment. Both of these mitigating factors would

have led to additional reductions. (Tr. at 10,125-26.) Dr.

Seed stated:
"I don't really call soil-structure interaction
a tau effect, but since there is no SSI
being included in the analysis that is being
made for Diablo Canyon, it seems to me legiti-
mate to include it as a tau effect in this
case. And so the total sum of the 20% for
SSI plus two ten percents for non-verticality
of waves, and non-homogeneity of foundations
adds up to about 40% (for tau) altogether."
(Tr. at 10,'167.)

'he

Intervenors'rief misconstrues the testimony of

Drs. Trifunac and Luco in a blatant effort to shed doubt on the

technical bases for the tau effect. In their Brief; they

characterize Drs. Luco and Trifunac as having little or no

support for the calculations of the tau phenomenon. In fact/
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the witnesses expressed concern due to the inadequacy of state-
of-the-art computational methods. Dr. Luco stated in direct
testimony:

t'I

think that the reductions calculated by
the Applicant are sufficiently accurate.
They do not have an exact solution for the
problem,,but for all practical purposes are
sufficiently accurate if we assume that we
have horizontally propagating waves so that
the key issue there is do we have that
situation or not." (Tr. at 8881.)

Subsequently, Intervenors'ounsel asked Luco if one were to

have vertically incident waves, would he expect reductions of

the magnitude as that incorporated by the Applicant and Dr.

Newmark and Dr. Luco responded: "Yes". (Tr. at 8883.) Luco

then continued with "when I said that there would be some

reductions, I am not stating the magnitude of the reductions."

(Tr. at 8883.)

Intervenors also assert that, in the'vent of an

earthquake, seismic waves would vertically impinge on the site.
(Int. Br. at 45-47.) In contrast, Dr. Frazier testified that

for frequencies greater than 2 Hz, the majority of the

waves come in at angles steeper than 45 degrees. I call that

steeply emerging waves." (Tr. at 10,128-29.) And later, in

describing effects due to actual complexities, Frazier stated:
"So what would happen due to the heterogeneities in the earth, I
think the waves would come in all kinds of directions, and

I

arrive at different times and from different directions." (Tr.

at 10,132.)
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The evidence clearly shows that computations for the

response of the large structural foundations is not an exact

science (Tr. 10,124); consequently, different methods were used

by Drs. Blume (Tr. at 10,124-26), Seed, (Tr. at 10,151-67), and

Newmark (SER, Supp. 5). Not only were the various methods

conservative, but the Applicant was required to use the most

conservative values derived for additional conservatism in the

analysis.

B. DANPING

The only evidence against the use of 7% damping for
reinforced concrete structures is a "preference" shown by Drs.

Trifunac and Luco (Tr. at 8895 and 8970) for the lower value of

5%; the value used in the initial seismic design of Diablo

Canyon. Applicant utilized the higher value, 7%, in the

reanalysis since the regulatory standard (Regulatory Guide 1:61).

had been revised to that value since the time of initial design.

(Blume, W.T., 14-15.) Dr. Trifunac indicated "there is no
0

generally accepted method that would allow us to go back to all
the data and say what will be a modification of their data so

that we might use it for design of Diablo." (Tr. at 8979.) Dr.

Luco indicates a lack of "good experimen'tal data to indicate

precisely what values of damping we should use." (Tr. at 8895.)

When asked for any data which indicates 7% is not a proper

damping value, Dr. Luco "cannot draw any definite conclusion",

other than the strains will probably be too low to reach the

yield level. (Tr. at 9066.) On the point of being more

conservative just for the sake of conservatism, Dr. Newmark
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(Tr. 'at 9290-99) indicates that a trade off between strength and

energy absorbing capability exists and "that the bigger you make

reinforced concrete members, the bigger they are, the less

ductility they have. There's a lesser capability of,absorbing

energy." (Tr. at 9291.) Dr. Blume discussed the damping values

prescribed in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.61 (7% for structures) and

the additional data developed because these values had been

questioned. He emphasized that two facts were particularly
important: elements with friction between parts, such as bolted

steel joints or concrete with minor cracks, have considerably

greater damping at a given strain level than where such friction
is not possible, as for example in welded joints or in uncracked

concrete; damping increases with strain or deformation. Another

important consideration is that a structure not only receives

energy from the moving ground but returns some of it to the

ground, which is often termed radiation'amping. No credit for
this type of damping was taken for the Diablo units. Another

point, often misunderstood, he said, is that it is not necessary

to'develop high strain levels throughout an entire structure to

develop high damping levels; local high strain levels can be

quite effective in absorbing the kinetic energy of motion, as
't

shown by test results presented by Dr. Blume. Based upon all of

this, Dr. Blume concluded that 7% of critical damping was

conservative for the Diablo Canyon structures subjected to the

hypothetical Hosgri earthquake, and that the value could be as

high as 8% to'0% for the postulated Hosgri event. (N.T., at
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47-49, ff. Tr. at 6100.) Supporting Applicant's position, Staff

witness Newmark stated, that the seven percent value recommended

is a conservative value. (Tr. at 9299.) Therefore, the Board

decision not to require use of 5% for the sole reason of

additional conservatism is well. founded.

C. ACTUAL MATERIAL VALUES

On page 58 of Intervenors'rief, they allege that use

of "average actual values" of material properties is

inconsistent with certain Codes (American Concrete Institute
Standard Building Code and American Institute of Steel

Construction), therefore requiring exemption under 10 CFR

550.55(a). While this regulation does address certain codes

(e.g., ASME and IEEE), it does not address either of the codes

referenced by Intervenors. More importantly, however,

Intervenors misinterpret the intent of the Codes and the

significance of Applicant's use of actual material properties.

Substantial evidence was presented (W.T., 26-27,'f. Tr. at

6100; Tr. at 7194, 9820; Hosgri Seismic Evaluation Appendix D-

LL6) as to the basis for the use of average actual material

properties. For example, for concrete, the small dispersion

from the mean of the measured concrete strengths (maximum of

9.5% coefficient of variation) and the substantial increase,

since the tests in the past 6 to 10 years (20 to 60 percent),

and, for steel, the substantial reserve margin that the minimum

ultimate strength has above the minimum yield strength (greater

than 50 percent) provided even further conservatisms. (Hosgri
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Seismic. Evaluation, Vol. IV.) Additionally, as outlined in the
~ ~

beginning of this section, the seismic reanalysis was performed

on a constructed facility, not for design of a facility. The

Codes cited by Intervenors provide guidance for the designer who

does not have measured material properties available and those

standards dealing with material properties are not relevant to

the reanalysis of an existing structure. (Tr. at 6944.)

D. INELASTIC RESPONSE

The Intervenors indicate that both Drs. Trifunac and Luco

recommend that an inelastic analysis be 'performed for the Diablo
I

Canyon structures.'irst it should be noted that the Hosgri

seismic evaluation indicated that stresses go'eyond the yield
point in only a very limited number 'of locations in the Diablo

Canyon structures. (Tr. 6874.) Section VI(a)(1) of Appendix A

to 10 CFR Part 100 states: "It is permissible to design for
strain limits in excess of yield strain in some of these safety-
related structures, systems, and components during the Safe

Shutdown Earthquake and under the postulated concurrent

conditions, provided that the necessary safety functions are

maintained". The evidence in the record shows that'or the

Diablo Canyon suctures, the. acceptance criteria employed in the

Hosgri seismi'c evaluation allowed stresses or strains beyond

yield only in very limited situations and under conditions where

such yielding could not affect the performance of necessary

safety functions. The associated deformations have been
II

carefully evaluated to assure that all necessary safety
functions are maintained. (W. T., Tr. 22; ff. Tr. at 6879. )
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With regard to the Intervenors recommendations for an

inelastic analysis, xt appears that they were made as a means of

investigating structural response to free field ground motions

without called for reductions for effective acceleration and tau

effects'. According to Dr. Luco, "If we consider a 7.5 magnitude

earthquake with a peak acceleration at the site on the order of

1.15g and . . . [further] we assume that the effects of soil
structure interaction and the tau effect are not applicable,

then what we find is that the structures could go into the

inelastic range. If they do go into the inelastic range, the

type of analysis you have to use is different from the one that

has been employed". (Tr. at 8869-70.) When Dr. Trifunac was

asked if the structures within the complex of the plant were

reasonably designed to withstand a reasonable earthquake along

the Hosgri fault, he responded, "yes; as long as you . . . refer
to structures only." (Tr. at 9199.) Both witnesses

limited'heir

testimony to structures, exclusive of equipment, based on

their lack of expertise on equipment.

Dr. Newmark clearly stated his opinion about the
i

wisdom of with an inelastic analysis: "It would be completely

out of the question economically to make designs based on
I

inelastic analysis. It just is not appropriate, not feasible,
not meaningful. And there has been no major structure yet
designed using inelastic analysis as a base." (Tr. at 9284-85.)

In summary, an inelastic analysis is neither necessary for the

Diablo facility nor would it be of any value.
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VII
THE USE OF AN OBE OF 0.2 DOES NOT IMPAIR THE

SAFETY OF THE FACILITY AND IS CONSISTENT
WITH THE REGULATIONS

Intervenors argue'Int. Br. at 70) "that use of an

operating basis earthquake of 0.20g violates the regulatory

requirements." The NRC Staff (Allison) and Applicant (Hoch)

witnesses disagreed. (W.T., 18-21, ff. Tr. 6879; Tr. 8423-8426,

8471, 8472.) Intervenors'ase is based upon use of the word

"shall" in the text of Appendix A (Int. Br. at 69 and 73) and

argues "it is not suggested by either the statement of

consideration or the text of Appendix A". (Id.) The NRC Staff

(Tr. at 8471-75) and Licensing Board (Tr. at 64) "believe that

considerations offer a firm foundation for relief, in the instant
case, under the provisions of 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A." The

operative portions of that regulation being:
h

"If an applicant believes that the
particUlar seismology and geology of a site
indicate that some of these criteria, or
portions thereof, need not be satisfied the
specifications of these criteria should
be ident, ified in the license application, and
supporting data to justify clearly such
departures should be presented."

Applicant has complied fully with this regulation as

the record demonstrates. (W.T., 9-21, ff. Tr. at 6879; Tr. at

8471-72.) Intervenors incorrectly state that Diablo Canyon site
is "in an area of high seismicity" thereby suggesting a higher

OBE is appropriate. (Xnt. Br. at 80.) On the contrary, the
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evidence is uncontroverted that the Diablo Canyon site is in an

Silver (Tr. at 6329) and Applicants'itness Dr. Smith (W.T., 14,

ff. Tr. at 5490).

The OBE is primarily of economic significance and any

safety significance is only indirect. (Knight, W.T., 6, ff. Tr.

at 8707-09.) The lack of current requirements for post-OBE

inspection (Int. Br. at 79) does not indicate any safety

significance as implied by Intervenors, but is an economic issue.

The plant will require shutdown while such requirements are

established and satisfied which would be true no matter what the
'BE

level should an OBE earthquake be experienced. In any event,

the Applicant has specified procedures in its operations manuals
d

for such an'nspection. (Tr. at 7457, 7477-78.)

Applicant has identified the specifications regarding

the OBE and data has been supplied in the record by both, Applicant
and Staff to justify the use of an OBE of .2g at the Diablo

facility. The Regulations of the Commission have been complied

with and no impairment of safety to the public is at question.

VIII
CONCLUSION

Intervenors have indeed failed to meet their burden on

appeal. In sum and substance their complaint is a disagreement

with the basic findings of the Licensing Board as respects the

capability of the Hosgri fault, the ground motion expected from

the Hosgri even't, the reanalysis design spectrum, and the
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reanalysis of the facility itself. Their brief cites evidence

which in many instances is supportive of the Licensing Board's
t'indings.The evidence they cite to the contrary is often

paraphrased and/or quoted out of context and, when not, is
overwhelmingly met by more competent evidence which compels a

decision contrary to the Intervenors'ishes. The record

favoring the Licensing Board's decision is substantial, if not

overwhelming. It is respectfully submitted that the decision

should be upheld.
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